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Map Tile Commentary and Maps 
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Map Tile 1 

Justification 
 
Whilst there are a few occurrences of built development, the majority of 
land is considered to contribute to the open characteristic of the Green 
Belt both physically and visually and would not be considered infill. 
Inclusion of this area within the village could encourage development to 
push further north-west thereby failing to check sprawl with 
encroachment into the countryside. Any boundary beyond the property 
Woodlands is likely to see neighbouring towns merge given the distance 
to Thorpe Industrial Estate which would affect the quality which 
contributes to the distinct identity of separate settlements given the 
characteristics of the village and the industrial estate. Development is 
unlikely to be contained given the flat nature of the landscape and would 
blur the distinction between town and country. Release of this land would 
not be considered sustainable for the reasons set out in the main report 
in paragraphs 2.12 to 2.34. As such, it is considered necessary for the 
vast majority of this area and land further north to be kept permanently 
open and should remain Green Belt.  
 
The properties at Blossom Farm, Orchard Farm, West End Farm, The 
Old Workshop at West End Farm and Willow Farm which front Rosemary 
Lane are considered in the commentary for Map Tile 6. 
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Map Tile 2 

Justification 
 
Existing development already occurs along Western Avenue with the 
Lake forming the southern boundary and fencing/walling to the 
northern boundaries of residential properties. The current extent of 
Policy GB2 runs around the north side of the Lake, cuts through rear 
garden areas for properties along the north side of Western Avenue 
and runs tight to the rear build lines of 32 and 47 Western Avenue. 
 
The land to the west of Western Avenue and the north of the northern 
most boundaries at Western Avenue is considered in Map Tile 1. 
 
Number 32 Western Avenue sits in a large plot of land, although not 
all of this is considered to be curtilage. As such, the majority of the site 
maintains the essential open characteristic of the Green Belt and 
would not be considered infill. Including the boundary around the 
whole of this site and number 47 would encourage development to 
push further west/northwest, encroaching into the countryside 
physically and visually, although given the boundary treatment would 
not lead to towns merging with one another or affect the quality which 
contributes to distinct identity of separate settlements. Whilst some 
development has already occurred at this site, this has been the 
subject of enforcement action, the appeal for which has been 
dismissed. In dismissing the appeal the Inspector found that ‘The 
unauthorised development has thus resulted in a loss of openness. 
Residential development on Western Avenue is set close to the road. 
The introduction of the two residential units on the enforcement land, 
in a location set well away from the road, has resulted in 

encroachment into the countryside’. As such, land outside of the 
curtilages of 32 and west of 47 is largely open. Inclusion within the 
village boundary is unlikely to contain development given the flat 
nature of the landscape and could blur the distinction between town 
and country. Therefore it is considered necessary for the majority of 
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this area to be kept permanently open. The site could come forward to 
meet sustainable development needs however given the commentary 
above, this is not considered to outweigh the harm to the overall 
integrity and role of the Green Belt. The property boundaries to 32 & 
47 are considered to form permanent physical features which would 
be defendable and durable, however this is not considered reasonable 
for the reasons given above. 
 
Therefore, in terms of defining a village boundary, the lake to the 
south and west of properties at Western Avenue is considered to be a 
permanent physical feature forming a strong distinction between town 
and country. The boundary walling and fencing to the north of 
properties on Western Avenue (up to number 30) is also considered to 
form a permanent physical feature given that boundaries are unlikely 
to change due to the position of the public footpath which runs 
alongside. Both of these boundaries are considered to be durable, 
given their physical characteristics and are more defensible than the 
existing extent of Policy GB2. Although placing the village boundary 
along the northern boundaries of properties at Western Avenue and 
running east to Village Road to include residential gardens would not 
be infill, it would not harm the open characteristics of the Green Belt 
given the current use. Neither would it encourage encroachment into 
the countryside given the permanence of boundary features or lead to 
neighbouring towns merging or affect the quality which contributes to 
the distinct identity of separate settlements given the distance 
maintained to Thorpe Industrial Estate.  
 
Defining boundaries around numbers 32 and 47 is more problematic. 
The curtilage at Number 47 has the lake to the south forming a strong 
boundary. However, boundaries to the west of 32 and 47 and the 
curtilage boundary to the north-west of 32 are less clear.  A line of 
vegetation runs southwest-northeast some 50m from the rear building 
line of both properties with vegetation running to the northwest of 32 
appearing to form a more distinct curtilage boundary around both 
properties. This could form the village boundary at the end of Western 
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Avenue, however, this vegetation is not protected. This leads to two 
options for boundary definition.  
 
Option 1 -  Village boundary to follow the line of vegetation running 
southwest-northeast from the rear of 32 & 47 and vegetation running 
to the northwest of 32; 
 
Option 2 – Village boundary to follow rear most built edges of numbers 
32 and 47. This is the existing policy extent of GB2, although this 
would require adjustment to pick up O/S base map discrepancies. 
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Map Tile 3 

Justification 
 
North of the footpath running to Village Road and north of Poussins 
Cottage and Giles Travers Close land is predominantly open with some 
residential development forming the existing northern edge of the 
village. Land beyond Ten Acre Lane and eastwards along Coldharbour 
Lane is open countryside formed from restored or under restoration 
former mineral working sites and is largely physically and visually open. 
 
Land to the north of Western Avenue/west of Village Road has been 
considered in Map Tile 1.   
 
To the north of Poussins Cottage and Giles Travers Close land forms 
playing fields at the TASIS site with open countryside beyond Ten Acre 
Lane and running along Coldharbour Lane to the east. These areas are 
considered to maintain the open characteristic of the Green Belt and 
inclusion would not constitute infill. Inclusion of these areas of land 
could encourage development to push further north/northwest with 
encroachment into the countryside. Inclusion would also lead to 
neighbouring towns merging given the distance to Thorpe Industrial 
Estate and development at Ten Acre Lane. This would affect the quality 
which contributes to the distinct identity of separate settlements given 
the characteristics of the village and the industrial estate. Development 
is unlikely to be contained given the relatively flat nature of the 
landscape and would blur the distinction between town and country. 
Inclusion of these areas of land within a village boundary would not be 
considered sustainable for the reasons set out in the main report in 
paragraphs 2.12 to 2.34. As such, it is considered necessary for these 
areas to be kept permanently open and should remain Green Belt.  
  
Fencing and footpath continues along the northern boundaries of 
properties at Western Avenue with the side elevation of Thorpe Stores 
running alongside the footpath at Village Road. This has been 
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considered in Map Tile 2.  
 
Fencing to northern boundary of Poussins Cottage and Giles Travers 
Close currently forms the extent of Policy GB2. Any extension of 
residential boundaries in this location would be onto land at TASIS 
forming school playing fields and as such these boundaries are 
considered to be a permanent physical feature creating a 
defensible/durable boundary. As the land to the south forms the built 
area of the village this is the most rational and logical position for the 
village boundary. 
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Map Tile 4 

Justification 
 
North of Giles Travers Close and the buildings at TASIS land is 
considered to be predominantly open forming school playing fields and 
open countryside beyond formed from restored mineral working sites. 
Some residential development and a cemetery at Ten Acre Lane with 
Thorpe Industrial Estate further to the north west. 
 
The area to the north of Giles Travers Close forming playing fields and 
beyond past Ten Acre Lane and east along Coldharbour Lane has 
been considered in Map Tile 3. 
 
Fencing continues along the northern boundary of properties at Giles 
Travers Close which was considered in Map Tile 3. A section of the 
TASIS site forming a children’s play area and carpark/ tennis courts are 
considered in Map Tiles 9 & 10 respectively.  
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Map Tile 5 

Justification 
 
Land to the northwest/northeast is predominantly open formed by 
restored mineral working sites in open countryside beyond Ten Acre 
Lane and east along Coldharbour Lane. Residential development and 
cemetery at Ten Acre Lane and Thorpe Industrial Estate further to the 
north west. 
 
The area to the northeast/northwest beyond Ten Acre Lane and east 
along Coldharbour Lane has been considered in Map Tile 3. 
 
Area within the TASIS site forming car park/tennis courts considered in 
Map Tile 10. 
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Map Tile 6 

Justification 
 
Area partly developed along north and south side of Rosemary Lane by 
residential development with more open area to the far west around 
Elmside and residential curtilage at West End Farm as well as the 
northern area of the Frank Muir Memorial Fields. Area around Croft 
Farm/Coltscroft mixed with residential dwelling set further west off 
Rosemary Lane, north of which lies a builders yard with lawful use and 
small scale agricultural uses. Trackway into Croft Farm from Rosemary 
Lane forms part of a public footpath. Croft Farm/Coltscroft and builders 
yard lie outside the extent of Policy GB2. 
 
The area around Croft Farm is formed from scrub vegetation and a 
small area in agricultural use adjacent to an open builder’s yard. 
Coltscroft to the south is a bed & breakfast accommodation with a 
public footpath running between the two and an access track from 
Rosemary Lane separating the area from the land around Elmside. 
Coltscroft and the builder’s yard are more developed in nature and their 
contribution to openness has been diminished both physically and 
visually. As such, the area around Croft Farm/Coltscroft does not 
maintain the open characteristics of the Green Belt.  Inclusion would be 
tantamount to infill given that the builders yard area is surrounded by 
properties to the east on Rosemary Lane and to a certain extent 
properties north on Rosemary Lane from The Fall to Fieldlings. As such, 
placing this site within a village boundary is unlikely to lead to 
encroachment into the countryside further west than existing 
development. Neither would inclusion lead to towns merging with one 
another or affect the quality which contributes to the distinct identity of 
separate settlements given the Thorpe Bypass and M25 to the west, 
although the land would not be contained given the flat nature of the 
landscape.  
 
However, the western most area of Rosemary Lane around Elmside is 
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considered to contribute toward the open characteristics of the Green 
Belt, largely being physically and visually open and its inclusion within a 
village boundary is not considered infill. Inclusion would lead to 
encroachment westwards into the countryside up to the Thorpe Bypass. 
Further, it is considered that the land around Elmside forms part of a 
wider Green edge around the western side of the village running from 
the Frank Muir Memorial Fields in the south to Woodlands on 
Muckhatch Lane and land north of Rosemary Lane. Inclusion would not 
lead to towns merging with one another or affect the quality which 
contributes to the distinct identity of separate settlements given the 
Thorpe Bypass and M25 to the west, although the area would not be 
contained given the flat nature of the landscape.  
 
In terms of sustainable development, both the area around Croft 
Farm/Coltscroft and Elmside would help to meet development needs 
and be commensurate in size to the role and function of the village. 
Given the low impact of Croft Farm/Coltscroft inclusion of this area 
within the village boundary is not considered harmful to the overall 
function and integrity of the Green Belt and on this occasion the need 
for sustainable development would outweigh its continued protection. 
However, given the commentary regarding the area around Elmside 
and the site’s wider role in maintaining the open characteristic of the 
Green Belt, especially a green edge to the western side of the village, it 
is not considered that the need for sustainable development would 
outweigh Green Belt protection for this area.  
 
To the north boundaries to properties on Rosemary Lane and 
Rosemary Lane itself forms a permanent physical feature which is 
defensible and durable. However, there is no specific enclosure or 
boundary treatment at the builder’s yard. The nearest features 
westwards are the public footpath which also forms the access track 
into the site or the Thorpe Bypass. It is not considered that the public 
footpath and access track forms a permanent physical feature which is 
defensible or durable and as such to the west the most defensible 
boundary would be the Thorpe Bypass. As there is no defensible 
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boundary between the Croft Farm/Coltscroft and Elmside areas is the 
Thorpe Bypass. In effect this means that either an area of land which 
performs weakly against Green Belt purposes remains in the Green Belt 
(Croft Farm/Coltscroft)  or an area which performs more strongly is 
removed (Elmside). 
 
In terms of land to the north of Rosemary Lane, the curtilage around 
West End Farm is considered to contribute to the open characteristic of 
the Green Belt and inclusion would not be considered infill. The property 
is a Grade II listed building with protection afforded to its setting. As 
such, permitted development rights for outbuildings do not exist and any 
development would need to be sensitively designed. Given these 
constraints it is unlikely that development would encroach further west 
up to the Thorpe Bypass. Inclusion would not lead to neighbouring 
towns merging or affect the quality which contributes to the distinct 
identity of separate settlements given the proximity of the site to the 
Thorpe Bypass and M25 motorway beyond. The site is unlikely to be 
contained given the flat nature of the landscape, however a distinction 
between town & country can be made from Rosemary Lane but is 
somewhat blurred from the Thorpe Bypass/Muckhatch Lane. Whilst a 
boundary running through the site would form a clearer distinction, 
given the property’s siting in its plot and relationship with neighbouring 
buildings, this is unlikely to be defensible or durable. Therefore, on its 
own inclusion of the whole site would not create a strong distinction 
between town and country, however if the option to include the areas at 
Croft Farm/Coltscroft and Elmside were pursued, then on balance it 
would be logical to include West End Farm in the village boundary.  
 
The Old Workshop is a single storey building adjacent to West End 
Farm in lawful use as a joiner’s workshop with ancillary offices. Orchard 
Farm adjacent to the Old Workshop is a two storey dwelling enclosed 
by 1.8m close boarded fencing forming its north and west boundaries. 
Both the Old Workshop and Orchard Farm are set on a similar building 
line and set back from Rosemary Lane with solid walling to their south 
boundaries. Blossom Farm is already extensively developed and 
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contained within a tight plot. These buildings taken together form a 
reasonably tight cluster of development. Whilst inclusion of these 
properties would not strictly be infill and would not be contained due to 
the flat nature of the landscape, inclusion would not impact the open 
characteristics of the Green Belt and given their boundary features, lead 
to encroachment into the countryside. Neither would it lead to 
neighbouring towns merging or affect the quality which contributes to 
the distinct identity of separate settlements. The boundary features are 
considered to form a strong distinction between town and country and 
are considered to be permanent physical features capable of forming 
defensible and durable boundaries. As such, the Old Workshop, 
Orchard Farm and Blossom Farm should be included within the village 
boundary.  
 
However, Willow Farm which sits immediately north of Blossom Farm is 
currently in agricultural use and occupied by a single storey storage 
building associated with the use of the site as a hobby farm. The site is 
split, with an open field to the north and the storage building & chicken 
hutches to the south. The northern area of the site has already been 
considered in Map Tile 1. The southern area’s openness is somewhat 
diminished but its inclusion would not be considered infill. Inclusion of 
the site could encourage development to spread north of the boundaries 
of Orchard/Blossom Farms encroaching into the countryside. Although, 
including land at Willow Farm would not lead to towns merging with one 
another or affect the quality which contributes to the distinct identity of 
separate settlements, the site would not be contained given the flat 
nature of the landscape and would not form a strong distinction between 
town & country given that the boundary between the north and south of 
the site is not a permanent physical feature and is also not considered 
defensible or durable. Therefore on balance, Willow Farm should be 
retained within the Green Belt. 
 
The land to the north of Stuart Cottage consists of residential garden 
space but also the Lake to the west of Western Avenue with the 
northern most boundary adjacent to Woodlands on Muckhatch Lane 
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and 32 and 47 Western Avenue. This area has already been considered 
in Map Tiles 1 & 2. 
 
In terms of properties fronting the north side of Rosemary Lane from 
Hyperborea to Orchard Gardens (in Map Tile 7), including Stuart 
Cottage, the existing extent of Policy GB2 follows the northern boundary 
features which are considered to be permanent physical features which 
are also defensible and durable. Although there is no clear physical and 
permanent feature at Stuart Cottage it is considered that a village 
boundary can be proposed which joins the rear boundary of Hyperborea 
with the rear boundary of Tudor Cottage forming a clear distinction and 
the most rational and logical boundary. The only other permanent 
physical feature for a village boundary to follow would be the southern 
edge of the lake. However, this would leave a narrow ribbon of land 
between the lake and the rear boundaries of Meretune to Orchard 
Gardens which is considered to contribute to the open characteristics of 
the Green Belt. This would also not create a more defensible/durable 
boundary to Stuart Cottage than has already been suggested and is not 
considered rational or logical. As such, the village boundary should 
follow the existing extent of Policy GB2 with adjustments to account for 
OS base map discrepancies. 
 
As such, two options for a proposed boundary around Croft 
Farm/Coltscroft and Elmside are considered as follows: - 
 
Option 1 – The proposed village boundary follows the existing extent of 
Policy GB2, north from Hazel Wood to The Fall on Rosemary Lane and 
adjusted to account for any OS base map discrepancies. 
 
Option 2 - The proposed village boundary to follow outline of car park at 
the Memorial fields, encompass land south of Westward Ho,(outlined in 
Map Tile 13) then follow boundary of Coltscroft west following line of 
woodland to Thorpe Bypass then north to encompass Elmside and 
West End Farm and east to join with proposed boundary at Orchard 
Farm. 
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Map Tile 7 

Justification 
 
Area predominantly developed with residential development. Lake sits 
to the north, west and south of properties at Rosemary Lane, Midway 
Avenue and Western Avenue. 
 
The land to the west of Midway Avenue and around the lake has 
already been considered in Map Tiles 1 & 2.  
 
It is considered that the lake which bounds properties at Midway & 
Western Avenue forms a permanent physical feature by which to align 
the village boundary and is both defensible and durable. This is the 
existing extent of Policy GB2.  As the land to the east and south forms 
the built area of the village this is the most rational and logical position 
for the village boundary. 
 
In terms of properties along Rosemary Lane to Orchard Gardens, this 
has already been considered in Map Tile 2.  
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Map Tile 8 

Justification 
 
Area predominantly developed with residential development and 
Thorpe Primary School. Small section of open area to the south of 
Yewtrees forms part of the TASIS site and sits outside the current 
extent of Policy GB2. 
 
Aside from the small section south of Yewtrees, the whole of Map Tile 
8 sits within the current extent of Policy GB2 and it is considered 
rational and logical to include within the village boundary given that it 
does not maintain the open characteristic of the Green Belt both 
physically and visually and is unnecessary to keep permanently open. 
 
The small area south of Yewtrees is considered in Map Tile 9.  
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Map Tile 9 

Justification 
 
Area developed with residential development at Coldharbour Close, 
Giles Travers Close and Yewtrees to the south east. Built development 
at the TASIS site north and south of Coldharbour Lane forming school 
buildings. Open space areas sit within the TASIS site to the north with 
space further north and south predominantly forming school playing 
fields. 
 
Considering the north side of Coldharbour Lane. The Current extent of 
Policy GB2 follows the rear boundary lines of properties on the east side 
of Giles Travers/Coldharbour Close which then turns east partially 
following an access road into the TASIS site and the north west 
elevation of buildings at TASIS, aside from a school building which 
projects further northwards. The existing extent of GB2 also cuts 
through part of the largest TASIS building before turning south east.  
Between the boundaries of properties on the east side of Giles 
Travers/Coldharbour Close and the TASIS building which projects north 
beyond the GB2 extent, is an area containing an equipped outdoor play 
area, basketball court and grassed area. Regarding the north side of the 
TASIS site, the Inspector’s comments from the 1986 Local Plan stated 
‘Any significant extension of the northern boundary of Thorpe would 
cause damage to the fine rural setting of the area of predominantly open 
land to the north’. No further comments were raised at either the First 
Alteration 1993 or 2001 Local Plan. However, the above comments 
should be seen in the context of previous national planning policy on 
Green Belts which have been replaced by the National Planning Policy 
Framework (NPPF) and the time elapsed since the last iteration of the 
Local Plan. These are material considerations in defining a Village 
boundary in this review. 
 
The areas to the north of Map Tile 9 forming playing fields and beyond 
Ten Acre Lane and running east along Coldharbour Lane have already 
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been considered in Map Tile 3. 
 
However, within the school site the area forming the equipped play 
space, basketball court and grassed area is reasonably enclosed by 
development to the east and west either at Giles Travers/Coldharbour 
Close or by the building which projects northwards. As such, this area is 
not considered to maintain the open characteristic of the Green Belt on 
its peripheries and inclusion of this area is considered to be infill. Given 
the extent to which existing development east and west projects 
northwards, inclusion would not lead to encroachment into the 
countryside northwards and therefore neither would it lead to towns 
merging with one another or affect the quality which contributes to the 
distinct identity of separate settlements. The area of the land would not 
be contained by the landscape given its flat nature but would be 
contained to a certain degree by existing development. In terms of 
proposing a village boundary, there appears to be a lack of a permanent 
physical feature between the boundary at 10 Giles Travers Close Close 
and the northward projecting building at TASIS which a village boundary 
could reasonably follow. This is also the case for the existing extent of 
Policy GB2 from 10 Coldharbour Close to the building projecting 
northwards as the current access into the TASIS site is not considered 
to be a permanent feature. The OS base map demarks an area 
between the boundary of 10 Giles Travers Close and the northwards 
projecting building which is in use as an equipped play space. This area 
is also covered by a Tree Preservation Order and as such there is a 
protected feature which could be used for a boundary to follow. Whilst 
the equipped play space area does project further north than 
development at Giles Travers Close and the northwards projecting 
building, the area covered by the TPO would in reality form a brake on 
development encroaching northwards.  
 
To the east lies the parking area and tennis courts associated with the 
TASIS site forming extensive areas of hardstanding interspersed with 
limited soft landscape features. The tennis courts are surrounded by 
2.5m high chain link fencing. This area currently lies outside of the 
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Policy GB2 extent and whilst only a small single storey building exists in 
the south east corner of the car park, the area’s contribution to 
openness both physically and visually has been diminished. Whilst 
including the car park area and tennis courts within a village boundary 
would not be considered infill, the area is not considered to maintain the 
open characteristic of the Green Belt and given the extent of buildings 
on the site, would not encroach into the countryside northwards. Neither 
would it lead to the merging of towns or harm the quality which 
contributes to the distinct identity of separate settlements although it 
would not be contained given the surrounding landscape is flat. Whilst 
inclusion within the village boundary could lead to a more intensive use 
of this area, any development would have to have regard to the 
setting/characteristics of the conservation area and the highway at Ten 
Acre Lane would act as a brake to development eastwards. The 
northern edge of the tennis courts is considered to form a permanent 
physical feature to the north which is both defensible and durable and 
would give a distinction between town & country. 
 
As such, there are two options for a village boundary to follow: - 
 
Option 1 – Village boundary to follow east boundaries at Giles 
Travers/Coldharbour Close south and following Coldharbour Lane east 
along the highway then follow extent of existing Policy GB2 to Ten Acre 
Lane, adjusted for OS discrepancies. 
 
Option 2 - Village boundary to follow OS base map and line of Tree 
Preservation Order east from 10 Giles Travers Close into TASIS site, 
then follow north building edges and across north edge of tennis courts 
to Ten Acre Lane. 
 
To the south of Coldharbour Lane, buildings at the TASIS site sit within 
a tight cluster around the entrance to Church Approach and along the 
wall fronting Coldharbour Lane. A new building has recently been 
constructed just west of the main building which is not currently shown 
on any OS mapping or the Council’s aerial photography. To the south of 
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the TASIS buildings the area is predominantly open formed by school 
grounds and playing fields with Orchard Cottage (in Map Tile 14) 
adjacent the walls running along Village Road with a walled garden just 
north of this. Regarding Orchard Cottage, the Inspector’s comments 
from the 1986 Local Plan stated ‘…no logical reason is seen to extend 
the boundary eastwards as suggested’. No further comments were 
raised at either the First Alteration 1993 or 2001 Local Plan. However, 
the above comments should be seen in the context of previous national 
planning policy on Green Belts which have been replaced by the 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and the time elapsed since 
the last iteration of the Local Plan. These are material considerations in 
defining a Village boundary in this review. 
  
The area forming the wider school grounds, including Orchard Cottage 
and walled garden and playing pitches are considered to maintain the 
open characteristic of the Green Belt both physically and to some 
degree (in respect of the walled garden) visually. Inclusion within a 
village boundary would not be considered infill. Inclusion of these areas 
could encourage development southwards and eastwards encroaching 
into countryside, although this would not lead to towns merging with one 
another or affect the quality which contributes to the distinct identity of 
separate settlements given the proximity of lakes to the south/east. The 
area of land would not be contained by the landscape given its flat 
nature. Inclusion of this area would not be considered sustainable for 
the reasons set out in the main report in paragraphs 2.12 to 2.34. 
Therefore, it is considered necessary for the vast majority of this area 
and land further south to be kept permanently open and should remain 
Green Belt. 
 
As such, it is considered that a village boundary in the southern area of 
Map Tile 9 should follow the existing and newly built developments at 
the TASIS site and then follow the existing extent of Policy GB2 along 
the walls fronting Coldharbour Lane west to the boundaries of properties 
at Yewtrees. This is considered to be based on permanent physical 
features which are both defensible and durable. 
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Map Tile 10 

Justification 
 
Area predominantly developed with residential development, part of the 
TASIS site north and agricultural style buildings at Thorpe Farm. Area to 
the north east forms parking area and tennis courts at the TASIS site 
and further eastwards open land formed from former mineral extraction 
sites. Further south/ south eastwards beyond Thorpe Farm are open 
lakes which separate the village from Thorpe Park aside from a narrow 
connecting piece of land between the two and which forms a public 
footpath. 
 
The land further to the east/northeast beyond Ten Acre Lane and east 
along Coldharbour Lane has already been considered in Map Tile 3. 
The area currently forming tennis courts and car parking is considered in 
Map Tile 9. 
 
To the south beyond Thorpe Farm and Manor Farm the area is 
predominantly open in character formed from lakes which sit between 
the village and Thorpe Park. These areas are considered to maintain 
the open characteristic of the Green Belt and would not be infill. In any 
event the area further south could not be developed given the extensive 
area of lakes designated as sites of international importance for nature 
conservation (South West London Waterbodies SPA & Ramsar) and 
designation as functional floodplain and therefore no possibility of 
sustainable development.  
 
Thorpe Farm itself is comprised of a number of agricultural style 
buildings both fronting and set back from Coldharbour Lane and set in a 
rough ‘U’ shape with other agricultural style buildings set further south 
and east. Thorpe Farm lies outside of the extent of Policy GB2 and is 
accessible to Thorpe Park by a narrow strip of land to the south west 
with the buildings used in association with the amusement park. The site 
is within the current Thorpe Park Major Developed Site designation and 
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Thorpe conservation area. Given the partially developed nature of the 
site it is not entirely open both physically and visually, especially within 
the central ‘U’ shape development. However openness is considered to 
be more predominant to the west, east and south. Given the spacing to 
Manor Farm and the open character both north and south of the site, 
inclusion would not be considered infill. Inclusion of the site within the 
village boundary is unlikely to lead to encroachment into the countryside 
southwards given that the lakes and lake channels act as a natural 
brake, although inclusion of a strip of land between the lakes could 
encourage encroachment southwards. Given the spacing between 
Manor Farm and The Shire Barn, inclusion could lead to encroachment 
of the village eastwards from Manor Farm, but if included the property 
Westholme would restrict encroachment further eastwards. Inclusion 
would not lead to towns merging with one another or harm the quality 
which contributes to the distinct identity of separate settlements. The 
site would not be contained in terms of the flat nature of the landscape, 
but would be in terms of its proximity to lakes to the south/south east. In 
terms of sustainable development, the site would help to meet 
development needs and would be commensurate in size to the role and 
function of the village. The whole site is within flood zone 3a, but this 
would not exclude development coming forward if the sequential and 
exceptions test can be passed and is consistent with the Local Plan 
strategy regarding flood risk.  
 
Therefore, it is considered that the site performs well against certain 
review criteria, but more poorly against others. The site would also give 
the opportunity to meet development needs at a scale commensurate to 
the village. Whilst this may lead to an intensification of the site, any 
development would need to be sensitively designed to account for the 
conservation area designation and listed buildings on and adjacent to 
the site. On the other hand, inclusion would not be considered infill and 
the area between Manor Farm, The Shire Barn and Thorpe Farm and 
the existing main ‘built envelope’ of the village is considered to maintain 
a degree of physical and visual oopenness as does the land east and 
south of the ‘U’ shape development and could therefore appear to 
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encourage encroachment eastwards from Manor Farm. 
 
In terms of defining a boundary the highway at Coldharbour Lane is a 
permanent physical feature which is defensible/durable. Eastwards, the 
boundary to Westholme is considered to be a permanent physical 
feature capable of being defensible and durable but as set out above 
the area to the east of the site is considered to maintain openness. The 
line of buildings running north-south (shown in Map Tile 11) just 
westwards of this could form a boundary given that demolition of 
buildings would require conservation area consent, but these are still not 
considered to be permanent features. To the south the lake channel 
areas demarked by fencing and which sit either side of an agricultural 
building are considered to be a permanent physical feature capable of 
being defensible and durable. However, between the lake channels 
there does not appear to be a permanent physical feature which could 
form a boundary and the area to the south is considered to maintain 
openness. An access track running northeast-southwest just south of 
the ‘U’ shaped development could be utilised as a boundary to link the 
two lake channel areas and although not considered to be permanent 
this would be rational and logical. To the west the current extent of 
Policy GB2 includes Manor Farm and the Shire Barn, which themselves 
sit slightly east of the main ‘built envelope’ of the village and a more 
defensible boundary is considered to exist west of Manor Farm than the 
existing extent of Policy GB2. 
 
Numbers 1 & 2 Manor Farm Cottages lie east of and immediately 
adjacent to Ten Acre Lane, but outside of the extent of Policy GB2. The 
curtilages of these properties are partly developed but inclusion would 
not constitute infill. The boundaries of the properties would form a strong 
distinction between town and country but inclusion could encourage 
development eastwards encroaching into the countryside along the 
north side of Coldharbour Lane. The site would not be contained by the 
landscape given its gently undulating nature, but also because it is 
slightly raised to Coldharbour Lane. However, inclusion would not lead 
to towns merging or affect the quality which contributes to distinct 
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identity of separate settlements. On balance it would be logical to 
include 1 & 2 Manor cottages within the village boundary if the area at 
Thorpe Farm were included but remain excluded if this is not the case. 
 
On balance therefore, two options for the village boundary are 
considered as follows: 
 
Option 1 – Village boundary to follow extent of Policy GB2 from Ten 
Acre Lane west to Blackhouse Farm then south until it joins with existing 
extent of Policy GB2 south of Blackhouse Farm. 
 
Option 2 – Village Boundary to run east along Coldharbour Lane to 
encompass Westholme then return westwards along fence line to join 
with extent of GB2 south of The Shire Barn. 
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Map Tile 11 

Justification 
 
Area largely undeveloped with one residential dwelling and buildings at 
Thorpe Farm Further south/ south eastwards are open lakes which 
separate the village from Thorpe Park. Open space lies between 
Westholme and Fairacres east along Coldharbour Lane. 
 
The consideration of land further south/south east has already been 
considered in Map Tile 10 as has land at Thorpe Farm and Westholme. 
 
Land to the east of Westholme does maintain the open characteristics 
of the Green Belt and inclusion would not be considered infill. Inclusion 
of land further east would encourage encroachment into the 
countryside. Whilst inclusion would not lead to towns merging it could 
harm the qualities which contribute to the distinct identity of separate 
settlements as inclusion would bring the village closer to built 
development further east along Coldharbour Lane. This would not form 
a strong distinction between town and country. The site would not be 
contained in terms of the flat nature of the landscape, but would be in 
terms of its proximity to lakes to the south/south east. Inclusion of this 
land would not be considered sustainable for the reasons set out in the 
main report in paragraphs 2.12 to 2.34.  
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Map Tile 12 

Justification 
 
Area largely undeveloped forming the Frank Muir Memorial Field. This 
area is considered to maintain the open characteristic of the Green Belt 
and its inclusion would not be infill. Inclusion could encourage 
encroachment westwards, although this is unlikely to lead to towns 
merging or affect the quality which contributes to distinct identity of 
separate settlements given the proximity of the Thorpe Bypass and 
M25. The site would not be contained given the flat nature of the 
landscape and would not form a strong distinction between town & 
country. Given the use of the land as open space it is considered 
necessary to keep it permanently open and it should remain within the 
Green Belt. Inclusion of this land would not be considered sustainable 
for the reasons set out in the main report in paragraphs 2.12 to 2.34. 
 
The residential curtilage of Coltscroft lies to the north of the map tile 
and west of the boundary with Westward Ho. Coltscroft and its curtilage 
currently sit outside of the extent of Policy GB2 and this was 
considered in the commentary for Map Tile 6. 
 
Land immediately south of the boundary with Westward Ho and the 
Former Mushroom Farm at Rosemary Lane are considered in Map Tile 
13.  
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Map Tile 13 

Justification 
 
Area is largely covered by residential development with small 
convenience retail store and post office located on Green Road. 
Current extent of Policy GB2 excludes land at a former mushroom farm 
on Rosemary Lane, the property Hazel Wood and part of its curtilage, 
the car park to the Frank Muir Memorial Fields and land immediately to 
the north of the car park but south of the boundary with Westward Ho. 
To the south the current extent of Policy GB2 excludes Woodcock Hall 
Farm accessed from Green Road. 
 
The current extent of Policy GB2 is considered to be the most 
appropriate for properties fronting Green Road from Glenluce Cottage 
and the southernmost end of Rosemary Lane to Bramlea, although 
some adjustments are required to take account of discrepancies with 
OS base mapping. Inclusion of land at the Frank Muir Memorial Field 
would not be appropriate as considered in Map Tile 12. 
 
The former mushroom farm which projects westwards into the Frank 
Muir Memorial Field is currently under construction for 6 no. residential 
dwellings accessed from Rosemary Lane. The boundary of the site is 
clearly shown in the approved application and corresponds to OS base 
mapping. The approved boundary treatment is 1.8m high close boarded 
fencing. Given the permission granted and under construction as well 
as the boundary treatment, it is considered that the former mushroom 
farm site does not maintain the open characteristic of the Green Belt, 
although the site is not infill. Inclusion would not lead to encroachment 
westwards into the countryside given the open space area. Neither 
would inclusion lead to towns merging or affect the quality which 
contributes to distinct identity of separate settlements. The proposed 
boundary treatment also forms a strong distinction between town and 
country and is a permanent physical feature which is defensible and 
durable. It is noted that the mushroom farm development is conditioned 
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to restrict permitted development for Classes A to E of Part 1 to 
Schedule 2 of the GPDO (application RU.15/1784). This further 
ensures that any proposed development will need to take account of its 
impact on the surrounding retained Green Belt. 
 
To the northeast of the former mushroom farm the property Hazel 
Wood sits partly outside of the extent of policy GB2. Its eastern 
boundary is formed by walling immediately adjacent the highway at 
Rosemary Lane, but the extent of GB2 cuts through the curtilage and is 
not based on a permanent physical feature. As such the boundary will 
need to be altered to either include or exclude the whole site from the 
village. Excluding the whole site would appear irrational if the former 
mushroom farm to the southwest is included. Although inclusion would 
not be infill, it would not impact on maintaining the open characteristic 
of the Green Belt, lead to encroachment into the countryside or towns 
merging with one another or affect the quality which contributes to 
distinct identity of separate settlements. Whilst not contained by a flat 
landscape, a strong distinction between town and country would be 
created. The property’s west boundary is considered to be formed from 
a permanent physical feature which is defensible and durable. Hazel 
Wood is also a Grade II listed building and therefore any development 
would have to be sensitively planned. 
 
To the north of Hazel Wood lies the car park to the Frank Muir 
Memorial Field with an area to the north, bounded by 1.8m high close 
boarded fencing to its south, west and north boundaries and hedgerow 
to the east. The area within the fencing is open and has permission for 
stables and hay store. Both the enclosed area and car park lie outside 
the current extent of Policy GB2.  The car park and enclosed area 
would not strictly be considered infill if included within the village 
boundary given the proximity to the Memorial Field to the west and gap 
to Hazel Wood to the south and the enclosed area is considered to 
maintain open characteristics. However, the car park is developed and 
somewhat diminishes the openness of the Green Belt both physically 
and to some degree visually. The inclusion of both areas within the 
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village boundary would not encourage encroachment westwards, given 
that they lie adjacent the Memorial Field and would not lead to towns 
merging with one another or affect the quality which contributes to 
distinct identity of separate settlements. The sites would not be 
contained by a flat landscape. The edge of the car park and the 1.8m 
boundary fencing to the Memorial fields are considered to form a clear 
distinction between town and country and either their inclusion or 
exclusion would be able to follow permanent physical features which 
are defensible and durable. As such there are two options for this area 
as follows: - 
 
Option 1 – Retain the existing extent of Policy GB2 by following 
Rosemary Lane north from Hazel Wood to Westward Ho. 
 
Option 2 – Village boundary to follow northern most boundary of Hazel 
Wood then follow outline of car park and boundary of enclosed area 
north to Coltscroft (as shown in Map Tiles 6 & 12). 
 
To the south of the map tile lies Woodcock Hall Farm (also shown in 
Map Tiles 18 & 19) which is accessed from Green Road and which lies 
outside the extent of Policy GB2. The site is formed from a number of 
agricultural buildings set around an irregular area of hardstanding with 
a farm house to the west. A stream runs to the south and small copse 
of woodland to the west separated by the stream with the property 
Handicott to the east accessed through the site. The Inspector’s report 
from the 1986 Local Plan considered that the inclusion of Woodcock 
Hall Farm would ‘unhappily consolidate the urban edge of Thorpe 
extending the perceived development limits of the village. Green Road 
would take on a significantly more urban appearance which would be 
harmful to the character of this part of the village’. The Inspectors report 
from the First Alteration of the Local Plan 1993 did not find any change 
in circumstances to warrant an amendment to the extent of Policy GB2, 
but did comment that ‘Redevelopment of the objection site would have 
little impact on the historic core of Thorpe Village’. No objections were 
received to Policy GB2 for the 2001 Local Plan (current policy) and as 
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such no modifications were made. However, the above comments 
should be seen in the context of previous national planning policy on 
Green Belts which have been replaced by the National Planning Policy 
Framework (NPPF) and the time elapsed since the last iteration of the 
Local Plan. These are material considerations in defining a Village 
boundary in this review. 
 
Woodcock Hall Farm is considered to maintain openness physically 
and to some degree visually around its peripheries, but its central area 
is developed diminishing openness. The site is somewhat enclosed by 
residential development to the east/north and to some extent to the 
west, albeit with a break formed from the small wooded copse. As such, 
the site is partially infill. Inclusion within the village boundary would not 
encourage encroachment southwards or westwards given the stream 
forms a natural brake and the southern and western area lies within the 
functional floodplain. Inclusion would also not lead to towns merging 
with one another or affect the quality which contributes to distinct 
identity of separate settlements. Inclusion is unlikely to create a strong 
distinction between town & country and the site is not contained given 
the flat nature of the surrounding landscape. In terms of sustainable 
development, the site could help to meet development needs and 
would be commensurate in size to the role and function of the village. 
The whole site is within flood zone 3a, but this would not exclude 
development coming forward if the sequential and exceptions test can 
be passed and is consistent with the Local Plan strategy regarding 
flood risk. Either the inclusion or exclusion of this site from the village 
would be able to follow permanent physical features which are both 
defensible and durable. There are two options for this site as follows: 
 
Option 1 – Retain existing extent of Policy GB2 following the boundary 
of Portobello and Handicott North, then west along Green Road. 
 
Option 2 – Village boundary to follow the rear boundary of Portobello 
then follow the stream west and north to Green Road, then west to 
Warren Farm. 
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Map Tile 14 

Justification 
 
Area largely developed with residential property but with open space to 
the east at the TASIS site. Boundary walls to TASIS sit opposite 
Fleetway and run north to Yewtrees. Current extent of GB2 follows 
TASIS walls and southern boundaries of Rydal to Portobello but 
excludes small wooded copse south of Rydal, but includes grass 
verging and war memorial at the junction of Green Road/Mill Lane. 
 
The current extent of Policy GB2 is considered to be the most 
appropriate for properties fronting Green Road from Rydal to Portobello 
although some adjustments are required to take account of 
discrepancies with OS base mapping. To the south of Rydal lies a small 
wooded copse. Inclusion would not encourage encroachment 
southwards given the position of southern boundaries to properties on 
Green Road or west/northwest given the highway at Mill Lane. Neither 
would inclusion lead to towns merging with one another or affect the 
quality which contributes to distinct identity of separate settlements. 
However, this site is considered to maintain an open characteristic and 
its inclusion would not be considered infill or create a strong distinction 
between town and country and is not contained by a flat landscape. In 
sustainability terms the site is partly within the functional floodplain and 
if included is unlikely to be developed. As such, the extent of Policy 
GB2 is considered to be the most appropriate and is based on 
permanent physical features which are defensible and durable. 
 
The current extent of Policy GB2 is also considered to be the most 
appropriate heading north on Village Road as it follows the boundary 
features of the TASIS site either as walls or as fencing within a line of 
trees/vegetation. The area east of the boundary within the TASIS site 
has been considered in Map Tile 9.  
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Map Tile 15 

Justification 
 
Area predominantly undeveloped forming school grounds of TASIS 
site. Some. Temporary buildings sited adjacent to walled garden to the 
west and part of car park south of the St Mary’s Church to the east. 
 
This area has been considered in Map Tile 9 including the extent of 
Policy GB2 around Yewtrees. However the car park and area around 
St Mary’s Church are considered in Map Tile 16. 
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Map Tile 16 

Justification 
 
Area predominantly undeveloped forming part of school grounds at 
TASIS site and lakes to the south/east. St Mary’s Church to the north 
with TASIS car park set adjacent to the south. South of the car park lies 
an area in use for games equipment and storage containers associated 
with the TASIS site. The Church is within the extent of Policy GB2 but 
the car park lies outside. The area south of the car park has permission 
for a Field House and Tractor store (as part of the site master plan 
granted under RU.07/1153), but is yet to be developed. 
 
The wider area to the south, southeast and west has been considered 
in Map Tiles 9 and 10. The small area immediately south of the car 
park is considered to largely maintain the open characteristic of the 
Green Belt and its inclusion would not be infill. Inclusion could 
encourage encroachment southwards although not necessarily leading 
to towns merging with one another or affect the quality which 
contributes to distinct identity of separate settlements. The site would 
not be contained given the flat nature of the landscape and would not 
create a strong distinction between town and country. As such, the 
area south of the car park should remain Green Belt. 
 
The area of car parking which lies south of St Mary’s Church 
diminished openness physically and to some degree visually but is not 
considered infill. The edge of the car park is considered to form a 
permanent physical feature and would create a defensible and durable 
boundary. Inclusion within the village could lead to encroachment 
southwards but this would be halted by the plans for a Filed House & 
Tractor Store. Inclusion would not lead to towns merging with one 
another or affect the quality which contributes to distinct identity of 
separate settlements. The car park would not be contained given the 
flat nature of the surrounding landscape and slight rise from south to 
north to St Mary’s Church, but would create a strong distinction 
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between town and country. As such, there are two options for the 
village boundary as follows: 
 
Option 1 – Retain the extent of Policy GB2 by following the southern 
boundary of the St Mary’s Church with adjustments for discrepancies in 
OS base mapping. 
 
Options 2 – Boundary to follow the edge of the car parking area south 
of St Mary’s Church. 
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Map Tile 17 

Justification 
 
Raised section of the M25 lies to the west running north-south with 
Thorpe Bypass adjacent with junction into Thorpe via Green Road. 
Current extent of Policy GB2 includes residential development at 
Bourne Meadow with Frank Muir Memorial Fields to the north. Stream 
forms the northern boundaries of properties at Bourne Meadow. South 
of Green Road, highway verge is within the extent of Policy GB2 but 
not the property ‘Oaklea’ which sits on the west side of Mill House 
Lane. 
 
Current extent of Policy GB2 is considered to be appropriate for 
northern and western boundaries to properties at Bourne Meadow 
although this will need adjusting for discrepancies with the OS base 
mapping. Land to the north of Bourne Meadow at the Frank Muir 
Memorial Field was considered in map tile 12 and the stream which 
separates the Memorial Field from Bourne Meadow is considered to 
be a permanent physical feature which is both defensible and durable 
as is the boundary treatment to the west. 
 
The property Oaklea is detached from the village boundary and 
maintains an open characteristic and is not considered infill. The 
position of the M25 would restrict encroachment westwards and would 
not lead to towns merging with one another or affect the quality which 
contributes to distinct identity of separate settlements. However, given 
its detachment, inclusion would not create a strong distinction 
between town and country and would not be contained given the flat 
nature of the surrounding landscape. As such the existing extent of 
Policy GB2 is considered to be appropriate. 
 
In this instance it is not considered logical to include the highways at 
Mill House Lane, Thorpe By-pass or the roundabout connecting the 
two with Green Road in the Green Belt. 
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Map Tile 18 

Justification 
 
Raised section of the M25 lies to the west running north-south with 
Thorpe Bypass adjacent with junction into Thorpe via Green Road. 
Current extent of Policy GB2 includes residential development at 
Bourne Meadow and southern end of Green Road South west of Green 
Road, highway verge is within the extent of Policy GB2 but not the 
property ‘Oaklea’ which sits on the west side of Mill House Lane. Land 
to the east predominantly undeveloped and formed by agricultural 
fields. 
 
Current extent of Policy GB2 is considered to be appropriate for 
northern and western boundaries to properties at Bourne Meadow and 
Green Road although this will need adjusting for discrepancies with the 
OS base mapping. Land to the north of Bourne Meadow at the Frank 
Muir Memorial Field was considered in map tile 12. The stream which 
separates the Memorial Field from Bourne Meadows and the boundary 
treatment to the east of properties at Green Road are considered to be 
permanent physical features which are both defensible and durable as 
is the boundary treatment to the west. 
 
The property ‘Oaklea’ was considered in Map Tile 17. The area to the 
east of properties fronting Green Road is considered in Map Tile 19.  
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Map Tile 19 

Justification 
 
Area predominantly undeveloped and formed by agricultural fields 
between Mill Lane and Mill House Lane to the west. Stream to the 
north forms the boundary to properties fronting Green Road. 
 
The area is considered to maintain an open characteristic and would 
not be considered infill. Inclusion of this area could encourage 
encroachment southwards but this would be restricted by the vast 
majority of the area lying within the functional floodplain and as such is 
unlikely to lead to towns merging with one another or affect the quality 
which contributes to distinct identity of separate settlements. Inclusion 
would not create a strong distinction between town and country and 
would not be contained given the flat nature of the surrounding 
landscape. Given its functional floodplain status it is considered that the 
area should remain permanently open. Therefore the existing extent of 
Policy GB2 is appropriate with the stream which currently forms the 
southern boundary of properties fronting Green Road considered to be 
a permanent physical feature which is both defensible and durable. 

 

 


